Abstract. This paper considers the hypothesis that voting between multiple data representations can be more accurate than voting between multiple learning models. This hypothesis has been considered before (cf. [San00]) but the focus was on voting methods rather than the data representations. In this paper, we focus on choosing specific data representations combined with simple majority voting. On the community standard CoNLL-2000 data set, using no additional knowledge sources apart from the training data, we achieved 94.01 F β=1 score for arbitrary phrase identification compared to the previous best F β=1 93.90. We also obtained 95.23 F β=1 score for Base NP identification. Significance tests show that our Base NP identification score is significantly better than the previous comparable best F β=1 score of 94.22. Our main contribution is that our model is a fast linear time approach and the previous best approach is significantly slower than our system.
Introduction
Text chunking or shallow parsing is the task of finding non-recursive phrases in a given sentence of natural language text. Due to the fact that the phrases are assumed to be nonoverlapping, the phrase boundaries can be treated as labels, one per word in the input sentence, and sequence learning or sequence prediction techniques such as the sourcechannel approach over n-grams can be used to find the most likely sequence of such labels. This was the method introduced in [RM95] where noun phrase chunks were encoded as labels (or tags) on words: I for words that are inside a noun chunk, O for words outside a chunk, and B for a word on the boundary, i.e a word that immediately follows a word with an I tag. Chunking was defined as the prediction of a sequence of I, B, and O labels given a word sequence as input. Additional information such as part of speech tags are often used in this prediction. This paper concentrates on the text chunking task: both Base noun phrase (NP) chunking [RM95] and the CoNLL-2000 arbitrary phrase chunking task [SB00] . The CoNLL-2000 shared task considers other chunk types in addition to noun phrases (NPs), such as verb phrases (VPs), among others. The advantage in using these data sets is that they are freely available for experimental comparisons 1 .
As a result, there are close to 30 publications that have reported results on these two data sets indicating that improvements on these tasks or even matching the best result is very unlikely to occur using obvious or simple methods. In order to focus on the specific contribution of multiple data representations, we use a simple trigram model for tagging and chunking 2 . We show that a trigram model for chunking combined with voting between multiple data representations can obtain results equal to the best on the community standard CoNLL-2000 text chunking data set. Using no additional knowledge sources apart from the training data, we achieved 94.01 F β=1 score for arbitrary phrase identification compared to the previous best F β=1 93.90 [KM01] 3 . The highest score reported on the CoNLL-2000 data set is 94.17% by [ZDJ02] but this result used a full-fledged parser as an additional knowledge source. Without the parser, their score was 93.57%. We also obtained 95.23 F β=1 score for Base NP identification. Significance tests show that our Base NP identification score is significantly better than the previous comparable state-of-the-art F β=1 of 94.22 [KM01] 4 . While voting is a commonly used method, it is commonly used as a means to combine the output of multiple machine learning systems. Like [San00] and [KM01] we examine voting between multiple data representations. However, we focus purely on the advantage of carefully chosen data representations. We use simple majority voting and a trigram chunking model to focus on the issue of the choice of data representation. Our results show that our approach outperforms other most other voting approaches and is comparable to the previous best approach on the same dataset [KM01] . In addition, as we will show when we compare our approach to [KM01] our main contribution is that our model is a fast linear time approach. [KM01] uses multiple Support Vector Machine classifiers which is slower by a significant order of magnitude.
Based on our empirical results, we show that choosing the right representation (or the types of features used) can be a very powerful alternative in sequence prediction, even when used with relatively simple machine learning methods.
The task: Text Chunking
The text chunking problem partitions input sentences into syntactically related nonoverlapping groups or chunks. For example, the sentence:
In early trading in Hong Kong Monday , gold was quoted at $ 366.50 an ounce .
can be segmented into the following noun phrase chunks: Given the high accuracy of POS tagging, only about 3% to 4% of the tokens are expected to be mistagged in the test data. Evaluation for this task is based on three figures: precision (P) is the percentage of detected phrases that are correct, recall (R) is the percentage of phrases in the data that were detected, and the F β=1 score which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 5 In this paper, these values are computed using the standard evaluation script that is distributed along with the CoNLL-2000 data set.
Multiple Data Representations
We use the following different categories of data representations for the text chunking task. In each case, we describe the non-overlapping chunks with one of the following tag representations and then append the chunk type as a suffix, except for the O tag. An example that shows all these representations is provided in Figure 1 . 
The Inside/Outside Representation
This representation from [RM95] represents chunks with three tags as follows:
I Current token is inside chunk B Current token is on the boundary, starting a new chunk with previous token tagged with I O Current token is outside any chunk [SV99] introduced some variants of this IOB representation: the above representation was now called IOB1. The new variants were called IOB2, IOE1 and IOE2. IOB2 differs from IOB1 in the assignment of tag B to every chunk-initial token regardless of whether the next token is inside a chunk. IOE1 differs from IOB1 in that instead of tag B, a tag E is used for the final token of a chunk that is immediately followed by a token with tag I. IOE2 is a variant of IOE1 in which each final word of a chunk is tagged with E regardless of whether is followed by a token inside a chunk. The representation used in the test data for CoNLL-2000 data set is the IOB2 representation. As a result, all figures reported using the CoNLL-2000 evaluation are based on this representation. Obviously, evaluation on different representations can be much higher but this kind of evaluation is not comparable with evaluations done using other representations and does not provide us with any insight about the methods we are evaluating. The objective in [SV99] was to see if the representation could improve accuracy for a single model. In contrast, in this paper we explore the question of whether these different representations can provide information that can be exploited using voting.
The Start/End Representation
This representation is often referred to as O+C and uses five tags. It was introduced in [UMM + 00]. This representation was used as a single representation in [KM01] but was not used in the voting scheme in that paper.
B Current token begins a chunk consisting of more than one token (think of it as [) E Current token ends a chunk consisting of more than one token (think of it as ]) I Current token is inside a chunk consisting of more than one token S Current token is a chunk with exactly one token (think of it as []) O Current token is outside any chunk [SV99] explored the use of open and close brackets as well, but as separate un-coordinated representations, and hence without the need for the S tag above.
The Model
We wanted to use a simple machine learning model in order to discover the power of voting when applied to multiple data representations. We chose a simple trigrambased model trained using the maximum likelihood estimates based on frequencies from training data where the output label sequences (state transitions, in this case) are fully observed. Decoding on the test data set is done using the Viterbi algorithm 6 . In our experiments, we used the TnT tagger [Bra00] which implements the model described above. The trigram model used in this paper deals with unseen events by using linear interpolation. The trigram probability is interpolated with bigram and unigram probabilities, and the interpolation weights are chosen based on n-gram frequencies in training data [Bra00] .
Baseline
The baseline results of the CoNLL-2000 and Base NP chunking were obtained by selecting the chunk tag which was most frequently associated with the current part-ofspeech tag. The trigram model described above when using only part of speech tags as input. The model produced an F β=1 score of 84.33 in IOB2 representation on CoNLL-2000 and an F β=1 score of 79.99 in IOB1 representation on Base NP chunking as the output respectively.
Specialized Data Representation
Having only part of speech tags as input to the chunking model leads to low accuracy (as seen in the previous section). We use the proposals made in [MP02] lexicalization to the model, but to effectively deal with the sparse data problem. [MP02] propose the notion of specialization to deal with this issue. A specialization function converts the original input/output representation into a new representation which can then be used to train any model that could be trained on the original representation. The specialization function as defined by [MP02] closely fits into our framework of multiple data representations. The proposal is to produce a selective lexicalization of the original model by transforming the original data representation in the training data. The test data set is also transformed but we convert back to the original form before the evaluation step. Consider the original data which is a set of examples L = {. . . , w i · p i , y i , . . .} where w i is the input word, p i is the input part of speech tag and y i is the output chunk label (which varies depending on the representation used). A specialization function f s uses a set of so-called relevant words W s to convert each labelled example in L into a new representation in the following manner:
An example of specialization applied to the training data set is shown in Figure 2 . We call the model SP if we only specialize the output using the part of speech tag (the otherwise case above). The selection of the set W s produces various kinds of lexicalized models. Following [MP02] we use a development set consisting of a held-out or deleted set of 10% from the training set in order to pick elements for W s . The held-out set consists of every 10th sentence. The remaining set is used as the training data. We used the following specialization representations. Each of these were defined in [MP02] and for each representation below also use the particular thresholds based on experiments with a held-out set or based on experiments on the training set:
SP+Lex-WHF W s contains words whose frequency in the training set is higher than some threshold. The threshold is picked by testing on the held-out set. The threshold obtained in our experiments was 100. SP+Lex-WCH W s contains words that belong to certain chunk types and which are higher than some frequency threshold. In our experiments we pick chunk types NP, VP, PP and ADVP (the most frequent chunk types) with a threshold of 50. SP+Lex-WTE W s contains the words whose chunk tagging error rate was higher than some threshold on the held-out set. Based on the experiments in [MP02] we pick a threshold of 2.
The experiments in [MP02] show that specialization can improve performance considerably. By combining the Lex-WCH and Lex-WTE conditions, the output tag set increases from the original set of 22 to 1341, with 225 words being used as lexical material in the model and the accuracy on the CoNLL-2000 data increases to 92.19% 7 (see Table 1 for a comparison with our voting methods).
Voting between Multiple Representations
The notion of specialization is a good example of how the data representation can lead to higher accuracy. We extend this idea further by voting between multiple specialized data representations. The model we evaluate in this paper is simple majority voting on the output of various specialized trigram models (described above). The trigram model is trained on different data representations, and the test data set is decoded by each model. The output on the test data set is converted into a single representation, and the final label on the test data set is produced by a majority vote. We experimented with various weighted voting schemes, including setting weights for different representations based on accuracy on the held-out set, but no weighting scheme provided us with an increase in accuracy over simple majority voting. To save space, we only discuss majority voting in this paper 8 . 
Experimental Results
In order to obtain various data representations, we transform the corpus 9 into the other data representations: IOB1(or IOB2), IOE1, IOE2 and O+C. We then transform each data representation into the format defined by specialized trigram model. We obtain a held-out set by splitting the original training set into a new training set (90% of the original training set) and a held-out set (10% of the original training set) for each data representation. Once we have all five different data representation chunked, we start to use majority voting technique to combine them into one file. In order to evaluate the accuracy, we have to transform the results into the evaluation format. This is trivial since all we need to do is to remove the enriched POS tag and lexical information from the specialized output file. In the results shown in this section, SP represents the specialized trigram model without lexical information; SP+Lex-WCH represents the specialized trigram model with lexical information defined based on Lex-WCH; 5DR represents five data representations (DR), which are IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2, O+C and we pick O+C as the default DR; 3DR represents IOB1, IOB2, IOE1 and we pick IOB2 as the default DR; Majority represents majority voting. Table 1 gives the results of our specialized trigram model without lexical information. Based on these experiments, we select SP+Lex-WCH as our specialization technique for the voting experiments 10 . Table 2 and 3 show the results of our specialized trigram model with lexical information defined by Lex-WCH, where all represents the results obtained after 3DR or 5DR majority voting respectively. Table 6 compares the results with other major approaches. Tables 5 and 6 give the final results in IOB2 and IOE2 respectively. We achieved 94.01 on F-score for both formats, which is slightly higher than [KM01] , but still lower than [ZDJ02] in Table 7 . However, [ZDJ02] uses a full parser which we do not use in our experiments 11 .
Arbitrary Phrase Identification (CoNLL-2000)
Voting P(%) R(%) Table 6 . Arbitrary phrase identification accuracy for all DRs evaluated in IOE1. Table 9 shows the final results in IOB1 format after 5DR voting. Some published papers have picked IOB2 as their evaluation format. In our testing we have found no significant difference between IOB1 and IOB2 in terms of the results obtained, however, we will follow the IOB1 format since the original test data set is in IOB1 format. Table 8 compares the Base NP chunking results with other major approaches. We achieved 95.23 on % F β=1 score, which is the best state-of-the-art score so far. We also find the NP F β=1 score obtained from an arbitrary phrase chunking process is slightly higher than that from a standard Base NP chunking process. This is to be expected since the arbitrary phrase chunking problem introduces additional constraints (since it is a multi-class model) when compared to the base NP chunker.
Base NP Identification

Runtime Performance
We compare our runtime performance against [KM01] since their accuracy is identical to ours in the CoNLL-2000 task (according to our significance tests). Our approach uses a simpler learner based on specialized trigram model, which runs in linear time, while [KM01] trains pairwise classifiers to reduce multi-class classification to binary classification, and they also apply weighted voting against multiple data representations. Table 9 . Base NP identification accuracy for all DRs evaluated in IOB1 format. In the best performing case, IOB1 is the representation used for voting and the evaluation is in the IOB1 format. Each SVM training step uses a quadratic programming step. Our simple voting system is considerably faster. Figure 3 compares the run time for training and decoding (testing) with a single data representation using our system compared with the time taken for the same task using the system of [KM01] (we downloaded their system and ran it on the same machine as our system).
Significance Testing
To examine the validity of the assumption that our approach is significantly different from that of [KM01] we applied the McNemar significance test (we assume the errors are made independently). The McNemar test showed that, for the CoNLL-2000 shared task of arbitrary phrase chunking, our score is not statistically significantly better than the results in [KM01] . However for the Base NP chunking task, our score is indeed better by a statistically significant margin from the results in [KM01] . 
Comparison with Other Voting Methods
We apply simple majority voting between five data representations (Inside/Outside and Start/End), while [KM01] only apply weighted voting between Inside/Outside representations, since their learner restricted them to vote between different data representation types. In our experiments, we find the Start/End representation usually catches more information than the Inside/Outside representations and in turn improves our performance. Previous approaches that use voting have all used voting as a means of system combination, i.e. taking multiple machine learning methods and taking a majority vote or weighted vote combining their output [SDD + 00]. This kind of system combination can be done using voting or stacking. Voting as system combination has been applied to the CoNLL-2000 data set as well: [vH00] obtains an F β=1 of 93.32. [San02] combines the output of several systems but also does voting by exploiting different data representations. However, to our knowledge, there has not been a study of voting purely between multiple data representations using a single machine learning method ([San00] is a study of voting between multiple data representations but it combines this approach with multiple pass chunking in the same experimental study). Our results seem to indicate that even simple majority voting between multiple data representations does better than voting as a means for system combination.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is that a single learning method, a simple trigram model can use voting between multiple data representations to obtain results equal to the best on the CoNLL-2000 text chunking data set. Using no additional knowledge sources, we achieved 94.01% F β=1 score compared to the previous best comparable score of 93.90% and an F β=1 score of 95.23% on the Base NP identification task compared to the previous best comparable score of 94.22%. Using the McNemar significance test, we show that our results is significantly better than the current comparable state-of-the-art approach on the Base NP chunking task. In addition, our text chunker is faster by several orders of magnitude than comparably accurate methods. We are faster both in time taken in training as well as decoding.
In our experiments, we use simple majority voting because we found weighted voting to be less accurate in our case: we use only five data representations (DRs) that were chosen carefully each with high accuracy. Weighted voting will be particularly useful if we scale up the number of distinct DRs, some which may not accurate overall but provide correct answers for certain difficult examples. Many DRs could potentially be created if we encode the context into the DR, e.g. a tag could be IO if the current tag is I and the previous tag is O. Other DRs could use tags that encode syntactic structure, e.g. SuperTagging [Sri97] uses a tagging model to provide a piece of syntactic structure to each word in the input and can be used as a DR that can participate in voting. In each case, an efficient mapping from the DR into a common voting format will be needed.
